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Thanks for purchasing this Cornerstone kit. Please take a few minutes to read these instructions and study the drawings before starting 
construction. All parts are styrene plastic, so use compatible glue and paint to assemble and finish your model; you may find it easier to 
build some parts as subassemblies for painting, or paint smaller parts while they're still on the sprues. 

For thousands of years, builders have chosen brick for its good looks, durability and natural resistance to fire. Early brick-makers typically 
set up shop alongside rivers and other bodies of water, where clay could be found in large quantities and hauled short distances. Until 
the 19th century, brick making was done entirely by hand and a good crew working 12 to 14 hours could produce from 3000 to 5000 
bricks in a typical day. Production increased slightly early in the 19th century with the introduction of animal-powered machinery, but by 
the mid 1800s, demand began to skyrocket. As local sources of clay were depleted, brick makers turned to the railroads to bring in raw 
materials over longer distances and to move finished products to distant markets. Innovative new machines powered by steam were 
introduced that required new and larger facilities. This included machinery to handle the work of drying, screening and crushing clay into 
a fine powder to begin the process. New machinery also made easier work of mixing the powdered clay with water and sand, and knead-
ing it into a dough-like mixture in a process known as “pugging,” which were housed in a larger facility known as the “pug mill.” From 
here, additional machines would extrude a ribbon of clay, cutting it into smaller pieces, and filling molds. To reduce their water content, 
these "green bricks” would spend some time in a steam-heated shed equipped with drying fans. Once ready for final hardening, bricks 
were moved into a “beehive kiln,” so called because the shape resembled a beekeeper’s skep. Operations began by stacking green 
bricks on the kiln floor, which had numerous flue openings and a large exhaust stack that improved efficiency by creating draft, burning 
the fuel more completely and creating higher temperatures inside while pulling hot gases back down to the bricks. Fuel was added and 
ignited inside in a series of small “bag walls” (similar to a fireplace), that were refueled throughout the process through small exterior 
burner ports. The initial firing was done slowly to bring the interior temperature up slowly as the water content in the bricks was still very 
high; too much heat could instantly turn this to steam, causing bricks to shatter. When no steam could be seen venting from the top, the 
fires were built up to bring the interior temperature to 1800° F (982.2C), and kept hot for as long as needed. Once complete, the fires 
were allowed to gradually die-out, but as there was no way to uniformly heat each brick, they had to inspected and sorted for color and 
quality. The best were used on exterior walls, second best for interiors and any warped or burned bricks might end up as walls or 
sidewalks. Sorted bricks were then moved into a storage shed where they were loaded by hand into waiting boxcars. Similar methods 
and machinery were also adapted to produce a wide range of ceramic products on a much larger scale, ranging from household items 
such as plates and storage crocks to sewer pipes. Your new model is a key part of the many regional brick and ceramic works in opera-
tion from the 1800s to the 1960s, and can be combined with the Beehive Kiln 2-Pack (#933-4100), Brick Industry Storage Building 
(#933-4101) and Stacked Bricks (#933-4103) each sold separately, to model a complete operation. For additional details, railroad equip-
ment, vehicles and more to complete your brick industry, visit your hobby dealer, see the current Walthers Model Railroad Reference 
Book, or visit us online at walthers.com. 

Windows & Doors
1) Left End Wall (2): Large Arched Window (32), Large Arched Window Glass (11), Small Windows (4x 31), Small Window Glass (4x 10), 
Medium Window (29), Medium Window Glass (9), Entry Door (30), Entry Door Glass (8), Large Arched Double-Door (6).

2) Right End Wall (3): Large Arched Window (32), Large Arched Window Glass (11), Small Windows (4x 31), Small Window Glass (4x 
10), Medium Window (2x 29), Medium Window Glass (2x 29), Large Arched Entry Double-Door (7), Large Arched Entry Door Glass 
(11A); PLEASE NOTE: Entry Door will be installed in Step #4 - glue Entry Door Glass (8) to back of Entry Door (30).

3) Sidewalls (2x 4): PLEASE NOTE: Install I-Beams (#5, three per side) as shown, with the lower end on the Base (1). Also note the 
beams on the left and right sides will be a mirror image. For the right wall (shown), work from left to right and glue beams at first second 
and fourth locations - the third is not used. On the left wall, work from right to left and glue I-beams at first, second and fourth locations, 
again leaving the third empty. Large Arched Upper Windows (5x 34), Large Arched Upper Window Glass (5x 12), Small Arched Lower 
Windows (5x 33), Small Arched Lower Window Glass (5x 13).
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Main Assembly
4) PLEASE NOTE: Test fit the Left End Wall (2) along the Base (1). Mark the location 
of the Small Entry Door and carefully remove a small section of the raised ridge to 
clear the lower edge of the Entry Door (30). 

5) Align lower inside edges of Exterior Walls (2, 3, 2x 4) along outside edges of Base; 
glue Walls to base and at inside corners where parts meet. Align the Interior Fire Wall 
(14) with the raised tabs on Sidewalls: glue to base and sides where parts meet. 
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6) Glue Trusses (3x 15) into slots on inside of both Sidewalls 
and to tops of I-Beams. 

7) Assemble eight Roof Vents by gluing two Vent Halves (17) 
together. Glue four completed Vents to flat areas on each Roof 
Half (16). Roof sections may be set in place against raised 
ridges to add lights or interior details (sold separately), or glued 
in place as desired, 



DECALING
1. After cutting out the decal, dip in water for 10 seconds, 
remove and let stand for 1 minute. Slide decal onto 
surface, position and then blot off any excess water.
2. Lightly brush Micro Sol® on top. This will soften the 
decal allowing it to conform to irregular surfaces. DO NOT 
TOUCH DECAL while wet!
3. When the decal is thoroughly dry, check for any 
trapped air bubbles. Prick them with the point of a small 
pin or hobby knife blade and apply more Micro Sol®.
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8) Glue Top Ring (22) to Smokestack. Glue Smokestack to 
raised ridge on Smokestack Base (20). Glue Right (29) and Left 
(39) Duct Walls to raised ridges on Base. Complete assembly 
by gluing Duct Cap (24) to tops of Duct Walls.  Finished smoke-
stack can be located as desired; typical locations are shown at 
right. 
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PLEASE NOTE: As the parts appear similar, you may wish to assemble 
one size of stacks at a time.
 
9) The beveled edges of the Large (21) and Small (19) Stack Halves are 
the top; align the pins and mounting points on the back of each half as 
shown and glue along inside corners where parts meet.
 
10) Complete assembly by inserting the beveled edge of the Large (22) 
and Small (20) Top Bricks into the correct stack assemblies as shown and 
glue at inside edges where parts meet.
 
11 Glue completed stacks to Pallets as desired.
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